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Abstract: This research aims to describe PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia products in learning multiple material mathematics and class IV factors of the Karangtengah Baru, Imogiri State Elementary School, and describe the feasibility of the product. This research uses a development method or Research and Development (R&D), which includes six stages of development. The results of this development study show that the product developed meets valid and practical criteria. The validity can be categorized as “Very Good”, with an average score of 4.6 and a percentage of 92%. The assessment results from media experts are categorized as “Good”, with an average score of 3.9 and a percentage of 78.7%. The assessment results from media experts are categorized as “Good”, with an average score of 3.9 and a percentage of 78.7%. Assessment from class teachers is categorized as “Very Good”, with an average score of 4.7 and a percentage of 95.7%. Practicality seen from student response assessments can be categorized as “Very Good”, with an average score of 4.7 and a percentage of 94% of 10 students as respondents. Based on the above exposure, it can be concluded that PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia products are developed and feasible for use in Class IV elementary mathematics learning multiple materials and factors.
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1 Introduction

Mathematics is a general science that has a fundamental role in the development of modern technology and is very influential in various other disciplines (Dahal et al., 2022; Papadakis, 2020a; 2020b). Moreover, applying mathematics science leads us to daily-life problem-solving. The reason is that almost all problems in life can be related to mathematics. Therefore, the student’s understanding of mathematics should be correct and complete following the stages of learning mathematics by applying fun methods and media and implementing mathematical principles (Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2019). Fatimah (2009) states that mathematics learning is the process of forming logical thinking, not just teaching students to be adequate at arithmetic. Consequently, the students are taught to solve the problems by implementing logical thinking and analysis (Katsaris & Vidakis, 2021).

Mathematics learning in elementary school has several intentions (Kalogiannakis & Papadakis, 2017). The central purpose is to introduce students to numbers, arithmetic operations, measurements, and simple fields. Heruman in (Suhendri, 2016) states that the learning process in elementary school aims to Instill Basic Concepts, Understanding Concepts, and Coaching skills. Instilling Basic Concepts, Understanding Concepts, and Coaching skills.

Based on the observation conducted on the 7th and 13th October 2020 in SDN Karang Tengah Bantul, particularly on fourth-grade students consisted ten students in total, the researcher observes the learning process held on the 7th and 13th October 2020. The results show that ten fourth-grade students and five students have been assumed not to understand the materials delivered by the teacher, which is caused by students’ disinterest in ongoing learning. Moreover, the material delivered by the teacher tends to be monotonous and boring because the teacher delivers the material using conventional learning media, and this has an impact on students’ interest in ongoing learning (Dahal et al., 2022).

The rapid development in technology and communication has enormously influenced the world of education, where today’s technology has presented computers as a medium of learning (Papadakis et al., 2022). Nowadays, there is already a computer-based interactive learning program that has many advantages over ordinary printed teaching materials. Interactive multimedia is included in the technology-based learning materials. According to Novitasari (2016), Interactive multimedia is a learning medium that combines several aspects of images, videos,
animations, and sounds in a platform and allows users to interact directly (Tsoukala, 2021). Following the opinion, Rahmansyah (2016) states that interactive learning multimedia can display several aspects of the text, sound, images, animation, and video simultaneously in one media. Thus, the interactive multimedia will serve all students with different characteristics (Lazarinis et al., 2022). There are application programs derived from the computer that might be used to design interactive multimedia (Papadakis, 2022a; 2022b). One of the programs is the Powerpoint application. This application is remarkably familiar among teachers and the world of education. Therefore significant difficulties are rarely found when using the application (Mamolo, 2022).

Microsoft PowerPoint is an application program developed by Microsoft cooperation as one of the tools to design and display media. According to Grzeszczyk (2016), PowerPoint is computer software that creates interactivity and requires users to create various activities, ranging from interactive quizzes to games. Moreover, the PowerPoint program is specifically designed to display attractive multimedia programs, which are relatively easy and inexpensive to manufacture and easy to use because they do not require raw materials other than tools for data storage (Rusman et al., 2013).

Munir (2013) states several advantages gained when using interactive media in the learning process, including 1) The learning becomes more innovative and interactive. 2) Teachers would be more creative and innovative in delivering materials. 3) A combination of several aspects such as text, audio, video, and animation in a single unit supports each other to achieve learning objectives. 4) Increase the students’ motivation during the learning process. 5) Interactive media could visualize learning materials which hard to deliver using conventional media (Barianos et al., 2022). Moreover, Pujiriyanto (2012) states that the advantage of interactive media is presenting several aspects that functionalize children’s sensory senses.

Based on the advantages of using interactive multimedia and the problems of learning mathematics with multiples and grade IV factors at SDN Karangtengah Baru that have been stated previously, the authors assume that multimedia learning can overcome the problems faced and make it easier for teachers to deliver learning materials by sticking to learning centred on the student. Interactive multimedia also attract students’ attention and makes the learning process more fun, interactive, and student-centred, as well as changing students’ paradigms toward the ease of learning mathematics. In addition, the use of media is increasingly varied, and students become more optimally accepted by Messages or learning materials considering the diversity of learning modalities that students have (Musfiqon, 2012).

2 Methods

This research is Research and Development (R&D). According to Asrori (2014), Research and Development (R&D) is developing educational tools through various research methods. In this study, the researcher adopts and modifies the methods proposed by Sugiyono (2009), which the set processes proposed to consist of ten steps in total. The steps include 1) Potency and problem, 2) Research and information collecting, 3) Design product, 4) Design validation, 5) Design revision, 6) Product testing, 7) Product revision, 8) Operational field testing, 9) Final product revision, 10) Mass Production. However, the researcher remodifies the steps proposed by Sugiyono (2009) due to the limited time and cost of the researcher. Moreover, The steps in the development of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia are outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Stages of Research Development according to Sugiono (modification)

The first step is potency and problem. This research is based on the potency and problem gained by the researcher from the observation of the fourth-grade students and direct interview with a fourth-grade teacher of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Bantul Elementary School. This stage is done to determine the problems teachers and students face.

The second step is research and information collection. The data collection techniques used in this research are interviews and questionnaires, with interviews and observation as the basis of instruments. The interview technique led to direct interviews with the fourth-grade teacher of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Bantul Elementary School to figure out the obstacles the teacher
faced in delivering mathematics learning in the fourth-grade class faces. On the other hand, the observation technique leads to finding the facts in the field.

The third step is the product design. The development of Power-Point-based interactive multimedia starts with designing the multimedia elements such as materials, background, text, and pictures to become content. Moreover, the existing content is inserted into the desired slides to the layout setting. Additionally, the product is uploaded to an application so that students become easily access it via smartphones.

The fourth step is design validation. Design validation is done by giving assessment questionnaires to media experts, material experts, and classroom teachers. This step is carried out to determine the validity and readiness of the research product developed by the researcher before being tested. The assessment contains data on the quality of interactive multimedia based on PowerPoint, which is qualitative and quantitative data, qualitative data in the form of suggestions submitted through a validator questionnaire. According to Widoyoko (2009), the value given by the experts will later be analyzed and tabulated using a Linkert scale of 1-5 and calculates the average score of the assessment.

The fifth step is product revision. The revision or design improvement stage is carried out to improve or add to the shortcomings and weaknesses of the developed multimedia. These weaknesses are obtained from the assessments and comments provided by experts. Design improvement aims to improve the developed product to be more feasible to be tested.

The last stage is product testing. The trial was conducted on research subjects consisting of 10 fourth-grade students at Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Bantul Elementary School by providing student response questionnaires. The student response questionnaire was used as a student assessment of the developed media.

The research subjects of this study are ten fourth-graders of Karangtengah Baru, Bantul Elementary School, consisted three females and seven males. The researcher would use the research subject as a product trial subject. This research is conducted in Karangtengah Baru, Imogiri Elementary School. Additionally, this research was done from September 2020 to February 2021. This research starts from the interview stage to the product revision stage. The result gained is the final product design of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia.

The qualitative and quantitative data were obtained from assessments and suggestions in validator and student questionnaires. They asked about the quality of interactive multimedia products based on PowerPoint. According to Widoyoko (2009), Quantitative data analysis was carried out by tabulating the data from expert validation using a 1-5 Linkert scale and then calculating the average score of the assessment. After knowing the average score of the expert’s assessment and the assessment of the student questionnaire, the next step is to change the average value of each aspect of the qualitative data in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Range</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x &gt; 4.2</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 &lt; x ≤ 4.2</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 &lt; x ≤ 3.4</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 &lt; x ≤ 2.6</td>
<td>Not Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x ≤ 1.8</td>
<td>Very Not Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Results

The results is PowerPoint-based Interactive Multimedia on the Mathematics Learning of Multiple and Factor Materials in Fourth Grade Elementary School. This research is conducted to determine the validity and practicality of Powerpoint-based Interactive Learning Media. Based on the research procedure, the result could be outlined as follows:

3.1 Potency and problem

The potency and problems in this study are obtained from the interviews conducted at SDN Karangtengah Baru Imogiri, Bantul. Based on the interview results conducted by the researcher at SDN Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Bantul, many students still have difficulty understanding abstract mathematics and many symbols. Additionally, the students do not focus on mathematics learning due to their disinterest in the media used by the teacher. Conversely, the teacher emphasizes that he/she is more dominant in using the conventional method while delivering the materials of multiple factors. This reflects the absence of interactive learning media that supports the delivery of mathematics learning multiples and factors. Additionally, the teacher states that students are not attracted to the learning process.
3.2 Research and information collecting

Research and information collecting is conducted through observation and interviews. This step intends to determine the students’ needs on the learning media developed through research and development.

3.3 Design product

Product development design

The product development design is carried out to create a framework of the PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia before the production stage. The product development flow includes competency mapping and framework development.

3.4 Preproduction

The preproduction stage starts with preparing the materials and tools to create PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia. The materials and tools consisted of an adequate computer, material pictures, Microsoft PowerPoint application, iSpring Suite program, and APK builder website.

3.5 Production

The development and manufacture of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia products are outlined as follows:

Application Installation

In this stage, various applications are installed (Microsoft PowerPoint, iSpring suite, APK builder) on the pc/computer.

3.6 Multimedia design and compilation

The preparation of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia learning material for grade IV elementary school multiples and factors is adjusted to the fundamental competencies contained in the 2013 curriculum. This media is designed using Microsoft Office PowerPoint. In addition, it is processed by using the iSpring suite application and APK builder. Therefore, it becomes an Android application. This media consists of several parts: the beginning, the content, and the end. The main media menu display could be in Figure 2-9.

The main menu displays options that the students could select. The menus consist of various things related to learning media or learning materials, a profile menu, guide menu, core and primary competencies menu, material menu, quiz menu, and the profiles of learning multimedia developers (the researcher), starting from a brief biography and educational history.

The instructions menu contains instructions for using the application. Therefore, it guides the users or students to operate the application rightly.

The initial display of the material menu displays a selection of learning material menus that students could choose. Dalam 2 menu tersebut terdapat materi pembelajaran yang dapat di akses siswa sendiri.

This display contains a brief explanation of the multiples material, and it aims as an initial introduction to students about the multiple materials.
This section contains animations related to multiple materials. Additionally, it could be operated by students as users. Moreover, by using simple animation, it is hoped that the students would feel at ease in understanding the basic concept of multiples.

Figure 6  Multiple Materials

This display contains a brief explanation of the factors material, and it aims as an initial introduction to students about the factors of materials.

Figure 7  Factors Material

This section contains animations related to factors of material. Additionally, it could be operated by students as users. Moreover, by using simple animation, it is hoped that the students would feel at ease in understanding the basic concept of factors.

Figure 8  Factors Material

The quiz section begins with a quiz opener and continues with a display containing multiple choice questions consisting of multiples and factor questions followed by answer choices that students must do as evaluation material. The students take the quiz one by one and immediately know the results of their work.

Figure 9  Quiz Display

3.7  Product Validation

3.7.1  Material expert validation

Material expert validation consists of three aspects of the assessment. The aspects are the material, display, and motivating quality aspect. These three aspects are assessed using an instrument of a questionnaire. Material expert assessment could be understood in Figure 10.

![Material Expert Validation](image)

Figure 10  Diagram of material expert validation

The material aspect has obtained 4.6 in the average score and 92% in the percentage. Therefore, this aspect is categorized in the “Very Good” category. The display aspect has gained an average score of 5 and 100% in the percentage. Therefore, this aspect is categorized in the “Very Good” category. The motivational quality aspect has gained an average score of 5 and 100%. Therefore, this aspect is categorized in the “Very Good” category. The total score obtained from material experts is 48, consisting of three assessment aspects. The average material expert assessment is 4.9, and 97% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized in the “Very Good” category. To summarise, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is categorized as “Very Good” regarding material quality. Therefore, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is feasible to apply in the learning process.

3.7.2  Media expert validation

Media expert validation consists of four assessment aspects. The aspects are navigational, language, display aspects, and delivery objectives. Figure 11 is a media expert assessment diagram:
The navigation aspect has obtained 4 in the average score and 80% in the percentage. Therefore, it is classified as the “Good” category. The language aspect has gained 4 in the average score and 80% in the percentage. Consequently, it is classified as the “Good” category. The display aspect has obtained 3.7 in the average score and 75% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Good” category. The aspect of delivery objectives has gained 4 in the average score and 80% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Good” category.

The total score obtained from media experts is 51, consisting of four assessment aspects. The average media expert assessment is 3.9, and 78.7% in the percentage. Therefore, it is classified in the “Very Good” category. To summarise, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is categorized as “Very Good” regarding media quality. Therefore, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is feasible to apply in the learning process.

### 3.7.3 Classroom teacher validation

Classroom teacher validation consists of four aspects. The aspects are navigation, language, display aspects, and delivery objectives. The classroom teacher assessments are outlined in Figure 12.

The navigation aspect has obtained an average score of 5 and 100% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Very Good” category. The language aspect has obtained an average score of 4.7 and 95% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Very Good” category. The display aspect has obtained an average score of 4.7 and 95% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Very Good” category. The aspect of delivery objectives has obtained an average score of 4.6 and 93% in the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Very Good” category. The total score obtained from media experts is 62, consisting of four assessment aspects. The media expert’s average rating is 4.7 and 95.7% the percentage. Therefore, it is categorized as the “Very Good” category.

### 3.7.4 Product testing

The product testing of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia products on multiple factors is carried out by delivering a questionnaire to the ten fourth-grade students of Karangtengah Baru, Imogiri Elementary School, and conducted on Tuesday, November 25, 2021. This testing is carried out by asking students to use learning media and providing the statement instrument sheet that consists of ten assessments that students or respondents should fill in. The results show that PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is included in the “Very Good” category with an average score of 4.7 and a percentage of 94% of 9 questions, and the number of respondents is ten students.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 Media development

This research is developed through the product planning stage. The stage consists of the potency and problems also data collection. The potency and problems in this study are obtained
from the interviews conducted at SDN Karangtengah Baru Imogiri, Bantul. Based on the interview results conducted by the researcher at SDN Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Bantul, many students still have difficulty understanding abstract mathematics and many symbols. Additionally, the students do not focus on mathematics learning due to their disinterest in the media used by the teacher. On the other side, the teacher emphasizes that in the learning process, the teacher is more dominant in using the conventional method in delivering the materials of multiples and factors due to the absence of interactive learning media that supports the delivery of mathematics learning multiples and factors. In addition, the teacher states that students are not attracted to the learning process. Based on the potency and problems, the researcher needs to develop the PowerPoint learning media operated by fourth-grade students of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School. This research is backgrounded by the results of 1) Puspita Ayu Damayanti dan Abdul in 2019. 2) Maria Resti Andriani & whayudi in 2016. 3) Widya Wijayanti dan Stefanus Christian Relmasira, in 2019. The three studies developed PowerPoint-based interactive media, and both revealed that it could make it easier for students to understand the learning material. This research is strengthened by Sanjaya’s (2012) view. Sanjaya (2012) reveals that interactive multimedia is exciting, providing various menu choices that students could use to choose the preferred option and having more variety of material they could understand.

The product development analysis results of this research have been through several stages. The stages consist of product development, preproduction, and production. In the product development stage, the researcher designs the material content and outlines the multiple factors used through a competency map. Furthermore, the researcher creates a multimedia learning framework containing three parts. The parts are namely: opening, content, and closing. In the preproduction stage, the researcher prepares the tools and materials used to create the product. The production stage allows the researcher to arrange the designs selected to be combined and designed in the PowerPoint application. In addition, it is processed by using the iSpring suite application and APK builder. Therefore, it becomes an Android application.

4.2 Media feasibility analysis

The product feasibility analysis is a product feasibility test based on feasibility criteria and product practicality through the material and media experts, teachers, and fourth-grade students at Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School assessments. The assessment carried out by the validator is guided by the aspects of the existing instrument.

4.3 Material expert product feasibility analysis

The product is tested by material experts based on assessment aspects. The assessments consist of material, appearance, and motivational quality aspects that aim to determine these aspects’ shortcomings. In addition, the material test also intends to find errors in the material or content contained in the learning media design. Material expert validators provide input to change the starting point of a multiple of a number, where the multiple of a number starts from its multiple. Material expert validators also give suggestions to improve multimedia sound quality. Based on product validation data from material experts, it is stated that the material made by the researcher is categorized as “Very Good” by obtaining an average score of 4.9 and a percentage of 97%. In conclusion, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia used in mathematics learning could be excellent in the material.

4.4 Media expert product feasibility analysis

The product is tested by the media experts based on several aspects. The aspects consist of navigation, language, display, and motivational aspects that aim to figure out the shortcomings in these aspects. In addition, the figures given to the students allow students to feel at ease and attract them. Moreover, the media experts provide suggestions and input to revise several material sections. The recommendations are changing image pixels to bigger ones, the uniformizing font used in multimedia, turning off keyboard access, separating the developer menu from the main menu, and providing references. Based on product validation data from media experts, it is stated that the media made by the researcher is categorized as “Very Good” by obtaining an average score of 3.9 and a percentage of 79%. In conclusion, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia used in mathematics learning could be outstanding in the media.

4.5 Classroom teacher feasibility analysis

The product is tested by the media experts based on several aspects. The aspects consist of navigation, language, display, and motivational aspects that aim to figure out the shortcomings in these aspects. The classroom teacher does not provide suggestions and input regarding the
media and material tested. Based on the materials chosen, the teacher states that the materials are appropriate regarding the essential competencies and indicators. Moreover, the media is categorized as very good. Based on product validation data from material experts, it is stated that the media made by the researcher is categorized as “Very Good” by obtaining an average score of 4.7 and a percentage of 95%. In conclusion, PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia used in mathematics learning could be exquisite in the media.

4.6 Media practical analysis

The product testing is conducted by providing questionnaires to the ten fourth-grade students of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School on Tuesday, November 25 2021. Moreover, the students are asked to use PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia learning on multiple factors under direct supervision by the researcher as a multimedia developer. Furthermore, the students are given a statement instrument sheet to assess the multimedia developed by the researcher. This statement consists of nine assessments to fill by students or respondents as the product developed practicality assessments. Based on the product testing of this research is categorized as “Very Good” by obtaining an average score of 4.7 and a percentage of 79% from nine questions, with ten students as respondents. Based on the analysis of validity and practicality above, it is concluded that the product developed is suitable for use in the mathematics learning process. This PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia would make students feel at ease in understanding mathematics learning on multiple factors. This previous statement fits the opinion of Winarko & Zaky (2015). They state that PowerPoint is software used to convey information easily and quickly. Therefore, it would make people feel at ease to understand it.

5 Conclusions and suggestions

This study aims to describe the development of PowerPoint-based mathematics learning multimedia and describe PowerPoint-based learning multimedia products in mathematics for fourth-grade elementary school students. Judging from the validity and practicality. Based on the research results, analysis, and discussion, it could be concluded as follows:

First, the development of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia of mathematics learning multiples and factors materials in the fourth grade of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School is learning multimedia designed using the Microsoft Powerpoint program and extracted into the form of an android application. The purpose of developing PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is to make students feel at ease to understand the learning material presented. This PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia is developed through Research and Development (R&D) using the development stages proposed by Sugiono and have been modified into six stages: 1) Potency and problem, 2) Research and information collecting, 3) Design product, 4) Design validation, 5) Design revision, 6) Product testing.

Second, the feasibility of PowerPoint-based learning multimedia products in mathematics for fourth-grade elementary school students is assessed by material experts, media experts, classroom teachers, and students to get a feasibility assessment that includes the validity and practicality of the product. According to material experts, the feasibility assessment results of PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia of mathematics learning multiples and factors materials in the fourth grade of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School are categorized as “Very Good” with an average of 4.9 and a percentage of 97%. The assessment results from media experts are categorized as “Good”, with an average of 3.9 and a percentage of 79%. The assessment from the classroom teacher is categorized as “Very Good”, with an average of 4.7 and a percentage of 95%. The results of student assessments obtained from filling out questionnaires, PowerPoint-based learning multimedia is categorized as “Very Good” with an average of 4.7 and a percentage of 94%.

In conclusion, the PowerPoint-based interactive multimedia of mathematics learning multiples and factors materials in the fourth grade of Karangtengah Baru Imogiri Elementary School is excellent to apply to mathematics learning material of multiples and factors for fourth-grade Elementary School.
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